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The Eight Elements
Deep below the earth, an ancient temple lies in shadow. Built by the cult of Ral’Kath many moons ago in 

the worship of the eight principle elements of the earth, the temple is rumored to hold a magical trea-
sure. Long abandoned and forgotten, no one knows for sure what mysteries the temple holds...

Heretical Druids’ Discovery 
Not much is known about the mysterious cult of Ral’Kath. 
Some say they were a band of heretical druids, exploring the 
darkest side of nature’s lore. In their efforts, they discovered 
many remarkable things, the most interesting one, a powerful 
ancient artifact. Either out of fear of it being stolen or fear 
of being used, the Ral’Kath locked away the artifact in an 
underground temple, filled with challenges to scare away 
intruders. Whether the ancient artifact is still there is for 
cunning adventurers to discover... 

The Temple of Ral’Kath
The adventurers can discover this temple anywhere in your 
campaign world. The entrance is marked with an arrow. The 
dungeon is entirely dark, so a light source is advised. 

The temple complex is set up as an elaborate puzzle, that 
when solved, opens the Moon-glyph door to room H, where 
the ancient artifact rests. In order to traverse the dungeon, the 
adventurers will interact with 8 monolithic statues, set into 
alcoves marked on the map. Each statue bears a recess with 
a symbol depicting an element. To activate each statue and 
trigger its corresponding event, an emblem bearing the same 
symbol needs to be placed in the recess. 

1. When the adventurers inspect the statues, they will notice 
the Water emblem is already set into its recess. All that is 
required to activate it, is sprinkling some water onto it. Doing 
so opens stone door A. The adventurers can proceed to room B.

2. Magical flames engulf room B. Douse the flames to take 
the Fire Emblem from the room. Placing the Fire Emblem in 
the correct statue opens the magically locked door to room D. 
Brute force or a knock spell won’t open this otherwise ordinary 
looking wooden door. 

3. Inside room D, four skeletons rise from a murky basin and 
attack. Once defeated, the Lightning emblem appears between 
the two pillars. Once positioned in the correct recess, door E 
opens. 

4. A frost Elemental slumbers in this area. Once defeated it 
drops an Ice emblem to be placed on the Ice Statue. Upon doing 
so, a heavy wind starts blowing through the gallery corridor, 
making the Air statue howl like a horn. The wind disappears 
when this bird-shaped statue’s open beak is rotated so it no 
longer resonates the wind. Once the wind lies down, door C 
opens. 

5. Door G opens when the Earth statue’s emblem is smeared 
with some earth/soil. The emblem is already in place, possibly 
left there by a previous adventurer. At the end of the hallway, 
the players can discover the Sun emblem. 

6. Placing the Sun emblem in the corresponding statue’s 
recess makes a magical daylight appear in the entire dungeon, 
providing normal vision conditions. Quaint bird sounds fill the 
ancient dungeon’s corridors.  

7. The last statue is the Moon statue. The emblem is already 
in place but won’t trigger as long as the dungeon is lit by the 
Sun statue or other light sources. If the players take the Sun 
emblem from the statue, the dungeon is plunged into complete 
darkness and the Moon statue will activate and open Door H. 

8. Door H only remains open when the moon statue remains 
shrouded in darkness. The adventurers will have to find a 
means to navigate to room H, without light sources hitting the 
moon statue. Carrying Room H contains a locked treasure chest 
containing a magical item of GM’s discretion. 

Statues of the Elements  

• Air 
• Water
• Fire
• Sun
• Earth
• Ice
• Moon
• Lightning
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